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The Girlfriend Multiplier
Part 2 – Doll Party
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The Girlfriend Multiplier

Previously Marco has wished upon a star for all his wishes to
come true… and now they are! His girlfriend is getting super
horny whenever he calls her hot. Her best friend and her
sister have turned into identical copies of his girlfriend and
now he is about to have a fucking foursome with identical
triplets! What else will his omnipotent wishes bring to the
table? A doll collection?!

Featuring

Marco… A Guy who wishes upon a star
Sarah… Marco‘s girlfriend (played by Nicole)
Teagan… Sarah‘s best friend (played by Lucy)
Megan… Sarah‘s sister (played by Stephany)



Darn, girl!
I really look 

great in a cheer 
uniform!

Right!?

But let’s get 
“me” out 'a 

that already.

Yeee!

I’m sure Marco 
wants to see his 

triplet girlfriends 
naked now.



Now let’s 
free that 

treasure box!

Booby 
Freedom!

giggle



swoosh

fiddle

giggle

flop flop



So, what 
do you say?

All good 
things come 

in threes, 
right?



Wow!

giggle

giggle

giggle

wiggle wiggle

Line up on the 
bed! I’m gonna
do you from 

behind!

How would 
you like to 
take us?





In the morning (after a hot forusome)…





But when Marco pops the question who‘s
the real Sarah the girls make fun of him… 

and he does not like that…







But by restoring their original hair Marco 
finds a way to distignuish his dolls!





End of Teaser!

Hello, Hexxet here, 

The first half of this chapter focuses on a hot 
foursome with the identical triplets while the 
second half focuses on them being turned into 
obedient plastic (life-sized) dolls – like 
reverting their hair, and a bit of Breast and Ass 
expansion. Also, Marco will do a one on one 
with the “previous sister model”. ☺

This part is ~75 pages long and entails 9 
pinups. It’s for adults only and available on my 
Patreon for Connoisseur Tier or in my 
Gumroad-Shop airing on 01.12.2023.
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